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Scaling behavior of the complex conductivity of graphite-boron nitride percolation systems
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Measurements of both components of the complex ac conductivitysm* (f,v) on continuum percolation
systems, based on graphite and boron nitride~G-BN!, between 30 Hz and 100 MHz are reported. The results
for the real part ofsm* (smr) above the critical volume fraction (fc) and the imaginary component ofsm* (smi)
belowfc ~[ dielectric constant« r! are shown to scale onto single curves and also to closely fit an analytic, but
phenomenological, scaling function. The frequency dependences for high frequencies and close tofc are
found to besmr andsmi}vu ~[«2v, with u1v51!. The values ofu andv agree with theR-C model, only
if the values ofs and t obtained from the previously reported dc conductivity and low-frequency ac conduc-
tivity measurements, as a function of the graphite volume fraction, are used. Some of the slopes of the critical
or crossover frequenciesvc(f), found experimentally from the scaling plots, plotted against the dc conduc-
tivity sm(f) agree well with theory, while others do not. Unfortunately the magnitudes ofvc sometimes differ
from the theoretical ones by orders of magnitude.@S0163-1829~98!07042-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

1The electrical conductivity and dielectric constant,
complex conductivity, of metal-insulator mixtures are t
most widely investigated physical properties of percolat
systems. Major review articles that include sections on
complex conductivity are Refs. 1–3. Good percolation s
tems are characterized by a smooth and rapid change o
dc electrical conductivity in a narrow range of conduc
volume fractions. It has been well established, both exp
mentally and theoretically, that near the critical volume
percolation thresholdfc , the dc conductivitys~f,0! follows
the power lawss(f,0)a(f2fc)

t, f being the volume frac-
tion of conductor, asfc is approached from the conductin
side (f.fc) with t as the conductivity exponent an
s(f,0)a(fc2f)2 s̄, where the exponents̄ describes the di-
vergent behavior of the conductivity, whenfc is approached
from the insulating side (f,fc). The real part of the low-
frequency dielectric constant«(f,v'0) of percolation sys-
tems is also predicted to diverge as«(f)a(fc2f)2s,
wheres is the dielectric exponent, on both sides offc .1–3 A
s and as̄ were introduced in Refs. 4 and 5, as they are fou
to be different from the experiments performed on the G-
systems. From early results for computer simulations, mo
experiments, and some continuum systems, the critical e
nents t and s were first thought to be universal, i.e., the
depended only on the dimensionality of the percolation s
tem ~which would require s̄5s, which is not always
observed4,5! and not on the details of the cluster geome
and intergranular contacts. This is now known not to be t
for some continuum systems.1–5

The ac conductivitys* (f,v), or dielectric constant
«* (f,v), for percolation systems have been modeled1–3,6

using a scaling ansatz for the complex ac conductiv
sm* (f,v)5smr(f,v)2 iv«0«mr(f,v). The form of this
scaling equation is

sm* ~f,v!ascuf2fcu1F6* ~x5 iv/vc!, ~1!

whereF1* (x) andF2* (x) are the scaling functions above an
belowfc , andvc is a critical or scaling frequency given b
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~22!/14880~8!/$15.00
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vc5~sc /~«0« r !!uf2fcu t1s
„}s~f,0!~ t1s!/t

…. ~2!

Note that the imaginary parts ofsc* and« r* of the conduct-
ing and insulating components have been assumed to be
in Eqs.~1! and~2!; therefore, for the conducting compone
sc* 5sc , and for the insulating component« r* 5« r and s i

52 iv«0« r . However, for real continuum components th
best one can have is Re(sc* )@Im g(sc* ) and Re(«r* )
@Im g(«r* ). The expressions forF1( iv/vc) andF2( iv/vc)
are usually written in the formF2( iv/vc)5K2( iv/vc)
1K28 ( iv/vc)

2 and F1( iv/vc)5K11K18 ( iv/vc), where
the Ks are all undetermined constants. Using Eq.~1!, these
lead to

sm* 5A1~f2fc!
t1 iB1v~f2fc!

2s, ~3a!

sm* 5 iB2v~fc2f!2s1C2v2~fc2f!22s1t, ~3b!

when v/vc,1.1–3 A1 , B1 , B2 , and C2 are all undeter-
mined constants. At high frequencies for samples withf
close tofc , such that (v/vc).1 and in theR-C model, Eq.
~1! reduces to1–3

smr* ~v,v!}F6~ iv/vc!}~ iv/vc!
u, ~4!

where

u5t/~s1t !. ~5a!

Defining

v5s/~s1t !, ~5b!

it is found that, forf'fc ,

«mr~f,v!}~ iv/vc!
2v. ~6!

u andv are two critical exponents which satisfy the follow
ing scaling relation1–3

u1v51, ~7!
14 880 ©1998 The American Physical Society
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independent of the model use to deriveu and v. Note that
Eqs. ~4! and ~6! are independent off and should hold on
both sides offc for f'fc and/or very high frequencies.

A universal loss angledc at f5fc can also be derived
from Eq. ~1! ~Ref. 1! and is given by

dc5~p/2!„s/~s1t !… ~8!

at low frequencies, whenv!v0[sc /«0« r , near the perco-
lation threshold. Note thatdc depends only on the dimen
sionality of the system, ifs andt have their universal values

The ac conductivity and dielectric constant of percolat
systems have been studied using two different physical m
els, the intercluster polarization model, also known as
R-C model @Ref. 1 and references therein; Ref. 6#, and the
anomalous diffusion model.7 Using the intercluster polariza
tion model,6 we arrived at Eqs.~4!–~7!. The percolation
equations for the electrical conductivity, dielectric consta
and relations between the exponents, discussed above a
the next sections, are all based on the intercluster polar
tion picture. In the anomalous diffusion model, the transp
properties of the percolation system is formulated in terms
random walk or Brownian motion on a percolation clust
Anomalous diffusion occurs because of the fractal nature
the infinite percolation network nearfc . The values ofu and
v predicted in Ref. 7 have never been observed. No mo
exists which unifies the intercluster polarization and anom
lous diffusion mechanisms.

In this paper, the following~nonstandard percolation! ex-
pressions are used to obtain analytical curves forF1 and
F2 , upon which the experimental results could be scale

F1~x1[v/vc1!5sGM /sc„~f2fc!/~12fc!…
t

and F2~x2[v/vc2!5sGM /sc„~fc2f!/fc…
t, ~9!

wheresGM is given by4

~12f!~s i
1/s2sGM

1/s !/~s i
1/s1AsGM

1/s !

1f~sc
1/t2sGM

1/t !/~sc
1/t1AsGM

1/t !50, ~10!

andA5(12fc)/fc . @In Eq. ~10! s i , sc, andsGM can, in
principle, be real or complex.# If v«0« r is substituted fors i
in x15s i /sc„(f2fc)…

s11[v/vc1 and x25s i /sc(fc
2f)/fc

s1t[v/vc2 in Eq. ~9!, this gives

v/vc15~v«0« r /sc!„~12fc!/~f2fc!…
s1t

and v/vc25~v«0« r /sc!/@fc /~fc2f!#s1t.

~11!

Note thatvc1 andvc2 are proportional tos(f,0)(s1t)/t or
s(f,0)q, as isvc in Eq. ~2!.

As v is varied, the F1* (x15v/vc1) and F2* (x2

5v/vc2) curves with differents i /sc , v/vc1, andv/vc2

values, but with compensatory changes inf or fc such as to
give the samex1 , x2 , v/vc1, or v/vc2 values, superim-
posed for the samet ands values. It can be shown~see Refs.
8 and 9 and Figs. 2 and 4!, that the limiting slopes of the
first-order terms ofF1 andF2 againstx1 , x2 , v/vc1, and
v/vc2 are
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F1~x1! @and F1* ~2 iv/vc1!#51

for x1 or v/v1,1, ~12a!

F2~x2! @and F2* ~2 iv/vc2!#5x2~v/vc2!

for x2 or v/vc* ,1, ~12b!

F1~x1! @and F1* ~2 iv/vc1!#}x1
t/~s1t !~v/vc1! t~s1t !

for x1 or v/vc1.1, ~12c!

F2~x2! @and F2* ~2 iv/vc2!#}x2
t/~s1t !~v/vc2! t~s1t !

for x2 or v/vc2.1. ~12d!

All of these limits, derived analytically in Ref. 8 an
shown numerically in this paper and in Ref. 9, are the sa
as for the scaling functions defined in Refs. 1–3. Howev
the second-order terms of the complex functionF1* andF2*
@or smi* (f.fc) andsmr* (f,fc)# differ from those in Eqs.
~3! and~4! only whenx1,1 andx2,1. This will be shown
analytically in Ref. 8 where measurements ofsmi(f.fc)
and smr(f,fc), which should help to resolve this di
lemma, will be reported. Of all the previous experimen
papers~Refs. 10–15! only Ref. 12 reports a realF2* ( iv/vc)
term proportional tov2, whenv/vc2.1 @Eq. ~3!#. All other
papers, inclding Refs. 5 and 8 find realF2* ( iv/vc) to have a
slope close to 1. This will be further discussed in Ref.
where our reservations about the experiments reporte
Ref. 12 will be given and the effects of the dielectric lo
term of the insulating component@s ir (v)# will be discussed.

Equations~9!–~11! enable one to obtain scaling function
upon which the data reported in this paper can be sca
Using (f2fc)/(12fc) and (f2fc)/fc in Eqs. ~9! and
~11!, instead of theuf2fcu used in Eqs.~1! and ~2!, gave
F6 curves that, for the sames, t, v/v1 , or v/v2 but dif-
ferent fc , can be superimposed on those of Refs. 8 and
Note that asvc1, vc2, and v @Eq. ~2!# differ only by a
constant involvingfc , this normalization will not affect the
basic physics. To the best of our knowledge no other exp
sion exists that will fit the present data over the full range
x1 or (v/vc1) and x2 or (v/vc2), including the region
wherex1 andx2 are close to 1. The equations given in Re
1–3 predict only limiting behavior~i.e., the slopes or expo
nents for 1.x1 , x2.1! and all involve arbitrary constants

Unfortunately, exact solutions to the complex equatio
for sGM , F1* (x15 iv/vc1) and F2* (x25 iv/vc2) are not
available for arbitrarys and t. However, with the values o
s51 andt52, F1* (x1) andF2* (x2) can be calculated using
a complex cubic equation to solve Eq.~10!.8 When this
was done it was found that with the same values ofs(1),
t(2), f~0.16! the first-order realF1* (x15 iv/vc1) and
the first order imaginaryF2* (x25 iv/vc2) curves overlay
those for F1$x15(s i /sc)@(12fc)/(f2fc)#s1t% and
F2$x25(s i /sc)@fc /(fc2f)#s1t%, when plotted as func-
tions of x1 andx2 , with s i5v«0« r . This gives some jus-
tification for using F2(x25v/vc2), instead of the first-
order ~imaginary! term of F2* ( iv/vc2), later in the paper.

In this paper we report on the experimental studies of
complex ac electrical conductivity and dielectric constant
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14 882 PRB 58JUNJIE WU AND D. S. McLACHLAN
graphite~G! and hexagonal boron-nitride~BN! percolation
composites, over a wide range of frequencies~30 Hz–100
Mhz!. A series of compacted discs and powders undergo
compression are measured. Close to the percolation thr
old and at higher frequencies~v/vc , v/vc1 , v/vc2.1!,
the ac conductivity and dielectric constant are found to f
low the power laws given by Eqs.~4! and ~6! or Eq. ~12!,
where the measured exponentsu andv agree with the values
obtained from Eq.~5! when the measured,4,5 and not univer-
sal, values ofs and t are used. The scaling lawsvc1 and
vc2}sq(f,0) ~Ref. 1! are also examined using these G-B
systems.

In the remainder of this paper, the experimental pro
dures are described in Sec. II. The experimental data for
ac conductivity and the real part of the dielectric const
obtained from the disk samples, and 50% G–50% BN a
55% G–45% BN powders are presented and analyzed in
III. The paper ends with a summary of the findings and o
conclusions in Sec. IV.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

All of the samples studied in this paper are mixtures
graphite powder~G: Lonza, KS75!, as the conducting com
ponent, and hexagonal boron-nitride powder~BN: Advanced
Ceramic Corporation!, as the insulating component. The
two constituents have the same densities~2.25 g/cm3!, the
same crystal structure~hexagonal! and almost the same crys
tal structure parameters. The disks, fabricated under a p
sure of 200 Mpa, are about 2.5 mm thick and 26.0 mm
diameter. The disks all had a porosity of close to 0.18, a
the volume fraction of graphitef varied from 0 to 0.25. 50%
G–50% BN and 55% G–45% BN powder mixtures, with
total weight of 35 g each, were used for ac conductivity a
dielectric constant measurements on a loosely packed p
der undergoing compression, in a cylindrical capacitive ce5

The full details of the sample preparation and fabricat
have been given elsewhere.4,5

The ac resistance and capacitance of the disk sam
were measured in aR-C parallel circuit mode at room tem
perature in the frequency range 30 Hz–100 MHz and w
two equidistant points per decade on a log scale.5 An ESI
2150 Video Bridge was employed in the frequency ran
30–100 kHz. The bridge was always set up to autoaver
over 20~the maximum! consecutive measurements, and w
calibrated prior to use by making open and short circuit c
rections, in order to get rid of the effects of lead resistan
and stray capacitances. In the high-frequency regime,
kHz–100 Mhz, a Hewlett-Packard~HP! 4592A network/
spectrum analyzer, with a HP45925A impedance test
was used. The analyzer was operated in the impedance m
and routinely calibrated using the three standard term
tions: short, open, and a 50-V load. The data was average
over 300–500 readings to reject random noise. In both
low- and high-frequency regimes, care was taken to ens
that the levels of signal used did not cause heating.
conductivity and dielectric constant were derived from t
equivalent parallel resistance and capacitance readings g
out by the instruments. Both instruments were severely l
ited in measurements ofsmr for f<fc and «mr for f
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>fc . Only very close tofc could smr and «mr(smi) be
measured simultaneously.

To measure the axial ac conductivity and dielectric co
stant of the powders, they were gently poured into a cy
drical capacitive vessel, which consisted of a glass wall of
mm internal diameter fitted with a close-fitting nonrotatin
plunger ~upper capacitor plate! and the bottom~capacitor!
plate. To increase the volume fraction of graphite, t
plunger was moved down gradually using a microme
thread, and the corresponding volume fraction was ca
lated from the weight and density of the graphite in the po
der and the total volume between the bottom plate and
top plunger, whose relative positions were accurately kno
at all times from the micrometer readings. More details
given in Refs. 4 and 5.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The results from the dc conductivity and low-frequen
ac dielectric measurements as a function off experiments,
on both sides offc , have been given in Refs. 4 and 5. Th
values ofs, and s̄, t, andfc obtained from these measure
ments are used calculate and to compare with the res
found in this paper. These parameters were also used to
culate theF1 and F2 plots given in this paper, which ar
therefore independent of the dispersion measurements
ported in this paper.

The experimental results for the ac conductiv
sm* (f,v)5smr(f,v)2 ismi(f,v) @and dielectric constan
«m* (f,v)#, obtained from G-BN disk samples, 50% G–50
BN and 55% G–45% BN powders are all similar to ea
other. Therefore only the plots for the 55% G–45% BN w
be given to show the form of the experimental data.

Figure 1 shows the ac conductivities@smr(f,v)# versus
the frequency on a log-log scale, for a 55% G–45% B
powder, whenf is close tofc . For f<fc , the conductivi-
ties increase approximately linearly over the entire freque
range. Well abovefc , the samples show no dispersion in th
low-frequency range. A ‘‘dc-ac’’ crossover or critical fre
quencyvc1 exists, beyond which the conductivity starts
increase with frequency and eventually, in some cases o
for f very close tofc , shows a linear region on a log-lo
plot, i.e., a power-law behavior. The crossover frequencyvc
increases continuously as (f2fc), or the dc conductivity
increases@Eqs.~2! and~11!#. It should be noted that, at hig
frequencies, there is very little difference in the exponent
the power law describing the dispersion of the insulating a
conducting samples close to the critical volume fraction,
required by Eqs.~4! and ~12!. The lack of dispersion in the
low-frequency range distinguishes a conducting sample~x1 ,
,1! from an insulating one (x2,1) or one in the crossove
region~x1 , x2.1!. The observed frequency dependence
the conductivity can be also explained qualitatively in ter
of the intercluster polarization, see Songet al.10 and Chen
and Johnson.11

According to the scaling laws, the scaled experimen
results on the conducting side of percolation (f.fc) de-
pend only onv/vc1. Figure 2 shows the reduced ac condu
tivity s~f,v!/s~f,0! for f.fc versus the reduced frequenc
v/vc1. Here thes~f,v! ands~f,0! ~Ref. 5! values used are
both the measured values, buts~f,0! could have been calcu
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lated from the expression linkingF1* andsGM in Eq. ~9!. To
obtain this scaling plot, 1/vc1 had to be treated as a fittin
parameter for each sample and empirically selected so a
make @by ‘‘sliding’’ the normalized results along the
log10 s(f,v)/s(f,0)50 axis# all of the experimental curve
lie on the analytic scalingF1 curve, obtained using Eqs
~9!–~11!. Note that all scaling curves, empirically dete
mined by sliding normalized experimental results along
ln v/vc1 or ln v/vc2 axis to form a single curve can be o
by a constantD ln(v/vc1 or v/vc2), if the exact position of
the scaling curve on the lnv/vc1 or ln v/vc2 axis is not
known. Similar scaling curves were obtained for the disk a
50% G–50% BN powder samples.5 In the regionv/vc1

FIG. 1. A plot of the conductivitysmr(f,v) against frequency
for a 55% G–45% BN powder, on a log-log scale, for various
f. f50.133 ~diamond!, 0.129 ~star!, 0.127 ~x in box!, 0.125
~‘‘plus’’ on box!, 0.123~plus!, 0.121~triangle!, 0.120~dark square!,
0.118 ~dark circle!, 0.116~inverted triangle!, 0.115~open square!,
0.112~open circle!.

FIG. 2. A plot of the log of the scaled conductivitie
smr(f,v)/sm(f,0) against the log of the scaled frequen
(v/vc1) or (v/vc2) for a 55% G–45% BN powder. The origin o
theF1 andF2 plots onto which the experimental curves are sca
along the (v/vc1) or (v/vc2) axis are discussed in the text.
to

e

d

.1, all results obey the power laws(f,v)/s(f,0)
}(v/vc)

u, with u50.8260.02, 0.9460.02, and 0.87
60.01 for disk samples, 50% G–50% BN and 55% G–45
BN powders, respectively. The line through the data is a l
obtained using thedc scaling expression forF1(v/vc1

[x1) from Eqs. ~9!–~11! with sc (conductor)
53126V m21, s i (insulator)[v33.33«05v2.92
310211 V m, t54.8,s50.72, andfc50.124, all these val-
ues being obtained from Refs. 4 and 5. Varyingv and f
gave superimposed lines, which enabled this curve to
built up over a large range ofv/vc1 .

The variations of the ac axial dielectric constant as a fu
tion of frequency for the samples on insulating side offc are
shown in Fig. 3. As expected the dielectric constant increa
with decreasing (fc2f) for all frequencies and the dielec
tric constant of samples withf somewhat below the critica
volume fraction remains constant in this frequency ran
However, the samples closer tofc show a small negative
slope (v) as expected from Eq.~6!. Figure 4 shows the
scaled imaginary complex ac conductivity, results plott
againstv/vc2 on a log-log scale. The experimental poin
were obtained by first dividing the experimentalsmi(f,v)
values by the calculated dc conductivity smr(f,0)
5sc„(fc2fc)/fc…

t, which links sGM and F2 in Eq. ~9!,
using thesc , fc , and t values obtained from the dc mea
surements. Note that thissmr(f,0) is not a measured o
measurable quantity. These normalized experimental res
were then scaled by an empirical 1/vc2 so as to all lie on the
F2(v/vc2[x2) curve obtained from Eqs.~9!–~11!. Note
that, as required,1–3 the slope of the first-order term ofF2 is
one for v/vc2 or x2,1 and t/(s1t) for v/vc2 or x2

.1. Here the parameters used are those given for theF1

curve but withs50.60 to get a better agreement with th
slope@ t/(s1t)# of the data forv/vc.1. Note that 0.60 is
the mean of the dielectrics50.72 and the dc conductivity
s̄50.47.4,5

The loss term or dc conductivity term in the dielectr
component has been neglected in this analysis, as Eqs.~9!–
~11! are fors i* [ iv«0« r . For our lowestv ~'188! and the

f

d

FIG. 3. A plot of the real part of the dielectric consta
«mr(f,v) against frequency for a 55% G–45% BN powder, on
log-log scale for various values off. f50.123 ~‘‘plus’’ !, 0.121
~open triangle!, 0.120~dark square!, 0.118~open circle!, 0.116~in-
verted triangle!, 0.115~open square!, 0.112~open circle!.
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14 884 PRB 58JUNJIE WU AND D. S. McLACHLAN
lowest possible value of« r , which is 1, v«0« r51.67
31029, which is much larger than the dc conductivity of B
of about 10214 V m21.4,5 Therefore the dc conductivity o
the BN has virtually no effect on the first order imagina
term of F2* , or theF2 calculated in this paper. The slowl
changing value ofs i* (f) or « i* (f) for the air-BN mixture is
also not taken into account because the excellent fits of
powder results to the equation« r5«BN-air@fc /(fc2f)#s

obtained in Refs. 4 and 5, showed that this was not neces
in the small range off ~0.11220.133 for 55% G:45% BN!
over which the powder experiments were performed.

For the samples furthest fromfc , nearly parallel straight-
line plots with slopes close to 1 are observed in Fig. 4
v/vc,1. For the samples nearerfc the results have som
curvature forv/vc2'1 but for higherv/vc2 are linear,
where the exponentv can be obtained by using the relatio
v«0« r(f,v)}(v/vc)

12v together with the« r results for
v/vc.1. Using the normalized plots as shown~or the
‘‘raw’’ «mr or smi againstv/2p plots! the values of the
exponentv were found to bev50.1460.02, 0.0760.01, and
0.1060.01 for the disk samples, 50% G–50% BN a
55% G–45% BN powders, respectively. The only other
sults for the real dielectric constant (f,fc) that have been
scaled, albeit in a different format, are those of Benguigu12

the slopes of which agree reasonably well with the res
given in Fig. 4.

The observed critical exponents ofu andv can be inter-
preted using the intercluster polarization~R-C model!,
where the conducting component is considered to be a
conductor, and the dielectric component is taken to have
loss. The theoretical predictions based on this model1,6 give
u5t/(t1s) andv5s/(t1s) in the frequency rangevc,v
,v0 , where t is the dc conductivity exponent,v0
5sc /«0« I andvc5v0uf2fcu t1s. Which of the two expo-
nentss or s̄ should be used remains to be determined. T

FIG. 4. A plot of the log of the scaled conductivitie
smi(f,v)/smr(f,0) against the log of the scaled frequen
(v/vc1) or (v/vc2) for a 55% G–45% BN powder. The
smi(f,v) data is that shown in Fig. 3, but converted using t
relationsmi52 iv«0«mr . The origin of theF1 andF2 plots onto
which the experimental curves are scaled along the (v/vc1) or
(v/vc2) axis are discussed in the text.
he
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upper bound frequencyv0 for the powder system is calcu
lated using sc53126V m21, « i53.3, and «058.85
310212 F/m,4,5 and the result isv0;1.8331013 rad/sec.
Using the experimental valuest54.8 ands50.72 in Eqs.~3!
and ~6! gives u50.87 andv50.13,4,5 which agree reason
ably well with the directly observed values ofu andv from
the ac conductivity~and dielectric constant! dispersion mea-
surements for the 55% G–45% BN powder. For the 50
G–50% BN powder, the values ofu andv, derived from the
dc conductivity exponentt54.85 and the low-frequency di
electric exponents50.60, are 0.8960.01 and 0.1160.01,
respectively. These values of the exponentsu andv are just
outside of the experimental error bars of the directly o
served values ofu50.9460.02 andv50.0760.01. For the
disks, the values oft52.63 ands50.53 giveu50.83 and
v50.17, which are in agreement with the directly observ
valuesu50.8260.02 andv50.1460.02. All measured val-
ues of the two exponentsu andv in the three G-BN systems
satisfy, within the experimental uncertainty, the scaling re
tion u1v51. Therefore, the finite cluster polarization mod
appears to be valid near the percolation threshold for all th
G-BN percolation systems, if the separately measured~dc
and low-frequency ac! s and t exponents are used. This is i
agreement with the results of Chen and Johnson,11 who are
to our knowledge the only other experimenters who meas
s and t separately.

The power laws@Eqs. ~6! and ~7!# have been previously
observed in various continuum percolation systems. Un
tunately these measurements were not always made in
junction with the dc conductivity and ac dielectric measu
ments, which allow independent measurements ofs, t, and
fc to be made. Laibowitz and Gefen13 measured the ac con
ductivity and dielectric constant of thin gold films near th
percolation threshold and obtainedu50.9560.05 and v
50.1360.05. Songet al.10 observed the values of the expo
nents u and v to be 0.8660.06 and 0.1260.04 in three-
dimensional amorphous carbon-teflon compacted mixtu
These values of the exponentsu and v are similar to those
obtained for the three-dimensional G-BN systems in
present study. Although these values are, within the exp
mental uncertainty, in agreement with Eq.~7! they are very
different from the universal values, which in two dimensio
are u5v50.5, from the intercluster polarization (R-C)
model1,6 andu50.33 andv50.67 from the anomalous dif
fusion model,7 as well as the three-dimensional values ofu
50.72 andv50.28 from theR-C model andu50.58, v
50.42, from the anomalous diffusion model. The only thre
dimensional universal values ofu andv ~based on theR-C
model! were observed in carbon-paraffin wax mixtures.14 In
this carbon-polymer system, the carbon grains are though
be coated with polymers during the sample preparation
this is the case presumably the electrons tunnel between
jacent carbon grains. This would give a microstructure v
different from the uncoated grains in the G-BN system
Therefore, as there is no intergranular tunnelling for t
G-BN systems, the difference of the values of critical exp
nentsu and v between the carbon polymers of the G-B
systems and the carbon-teflon system is not too surpris
The largest mystery is the very highu and lowv values for
the probably two-dimensional gold films.13

Chen and Johnson11 studied the complex ac impedance
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three different random metal-insulator composites near t
percolation thresholds. Their three systems include filam
tary and modular-shaped nickel particles embedded in
polypropylene matrix, abbreviated as Ni/F-PP and Ni/N-P
respectively. They observed the critical exponents to bu
50.8860.01 and 0.8160.01, andv50.1460.01 and 0.13
60.04, for Ni/F-PP and Ni/N-PP respectively. Using their
conductivity and dielectric constant exponentst53.1,2.2 and
s50.55,0.62 for their two systems, respectively, the valu
for u and v are calculated, using theR-C model, to beu
50.85 and 0.78, andv50.15 and 0.22, respectively. Thu
good agreement between theoretical and experimental va
of u andv has also been obtained for Ni/F-PP and Ni/N-P
but again only if the experimental~nonuniversal! s and t
values are used.

As can be seen from Fig. 1 and in Refs. 10, 11, and 15
fmr(f,v) data, for f,fc , also shows dispersion. How
ever, due to instrument limitations, this can only be m
sured forf just less thanfc . For higher frequencies, o
v/vc2.1, the slopes are close to what is observed for
f.fc results forv/vc1.1, as is to be expected from Eq
~3!, the scaling relations1–3 and Eqs.~9!–~12!, i.e., u. For
v/vc2,1, the slopes~Fig. 1 and Refs. 10 and 11! of the
f<fc samples are close to 1 and not 2, as is predicted
the second-order~dielectric loss! term in F1* @Eq. ~3!#. The
dielectric loss term is being further investigated, both th
retically and experimentally, and will be reported on
Ref. 8.

Figure 5 shows the experimental and calculated@using the
measureds~f,0!# crossover frequencies whenf.fc , for
all three G-BN systems, as a function of the measured
conductivity s~f,0! on a log-log scale. It is seen from th
figure that the observed values of the crossover frequencvc
for the G-BN disks are in fairly good agreement with t
predictions of theR-C model, but again only if the measure
exponentst and s are used. One unsettling feature of th
figure is that for the powders thevc values, calculated from
the measuredsmr(f,0), f andfc are several orders of mag
nitude smaller than the experimentally or empirically deriv
ones. Using a least-squares fit to the power lawvc
}sq(f,0) the exponentsq, from the experimentalvc values,
are found to beq51.0360.01, 0.8460.01, and 0.8260.01
for the disk samples, 50% G–50% BN and 55% G–45%
powders, respectively. These measured values ofq are con-
sistent with the resultq50.82 obtained from the gold films
at temperatures from 100 to 300 K by Hundley and Zett15

Benguigui12 and Chakrabarty, Bardhan and Basu14 both ob-
tained q51.1 for mixtures of glass and iron balls an
carbon-wax mixtures at room temperature.

Scaling theory, based on the intercluster polarization
fects, gives an expression for the exponentq, which is q
5(t1s)/t @Eq. ~1!#. This implies that the values of expone
q can never be less than unity. The directly observed ex
nentsq51.03, 0.84, and 0.82 in this study are in disagre
ment with the calculated values of 1.20, 1.15, and 1.06~us-
ing the previously measured values of the dc conductiv
exponentt and dielectric constant exponents!. This large
discrepancy between the observed exponents and the c
lated values was also noted by Hundley and Zettl.15 Al-
though the value of exponentq51.1, reported by both
ir
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Benguigui12 and Chakrabarty, Bardhan, and Basu,14 is larger
than unity, this value is still about 30% smaller than t
predicted@(s1t)/t# value of 1.435, in both cases~with s
50.87 andt52.0!. References 12, 14, and 15 do not gi
independently measured values ofs and t, from dc and low-
frequency ac measurements. Chakrabarty, Bardhan,
Basu claimed that an insufficient range of data, which
their case only spanned just over one decade in both
quency and the dc conductivity, was responsible for the d
crepancy between the observed value and the theoretical
diction for q. This limitation does not apply to the prese
study, or that of Hundley and Zettl,15 which spans seven
frequency decades and gives still lower values ofq. Also in
Fig. 5 it is clearly shown that the experimental and calcula
frequency data as well as dc conductivity data cover four
more decades, and that there is a very limited scatter in
data. Note that none of the above references 12, 14, an
compare the magnitude of their experimentalvc’s with the
theoretically expected values.

Figure 6 shows the experimental and calculated crosso
frequencies whenfc.f for all three G-BN systems, as
function of the conductivity calculated fromsmr
5sc@ uf2fcu/(12fc)# t, using the appropriate value off
and thesc , fc , andt from dc measurements.4,5 The slopes
of the experimental curves are 1.16, 1.07, and 1.14, for
disks, 50% G–50% BN and 55% G–45% BN samples,
spectively. The slopes in Fig. 6 are all greater than 1 but
quite as large as the (s1t)/t values expected from Eq.~2!,
which are 1.20, 1.12, and 1.17, respectively. Therefore,
f,fc the agreement can be considered as good. Unfo
nately in this case the calculated values ofvc2 are now
considerably higher that the experimental ones for the d

FIG. 5. Plots of the log of the experimentally measured a
calculated values of the critical frequencyvc/2p against the mea-
sured value ofsmr(f,0), for f.fc . @Disk calculated slope51.2
~X!, disk measured slope51.03 ~square!, 55% G calculated
slope51.05 ~square with line!, 55% G measured slope50.82 ~tri-
angle!, 50% G calculated slope51.06 ~asterisk!, 50% G measured
slope50.84 ~triangle!.#
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but are again considerably lower than the experimental o
for the powders. There are no previous experimental res
to compare this data with.

Figures 5 and 6 show that although the experimental
sults scale, as expected, the models to explain the slope
Figs. 5 and 6 are not adequate and those for the magnit
of vc1 andvc2 are completely inadequate. An explanati
for this could be as follows. Inside a percolation system, n
fc , there is a hirachy of regions with different ‘‘R-C’’ com-
binations, which are characterized by differentvc1(vc2)
values. It could be that the weighted average of these dif
ent vc1 (vc2) value regions, which determines th
vc1 (vc2) for the macroscopic sample, favours those
gions with values ofvc1 (vc2) very different from the cal-
culated ‘‘mean’’ value. However, one thing is obvious a
that is that the universality and power of scaling greatly
ceeds the ability of the current percolation models of the
and dc conductivity to explain the values of the exponen
such ass, t, u, andv, and normalizing parameters, such
vc1 or vc2, that are actually measured in practice.

Using some of the data given in Figs. 1 and 3, Fig
shows log-log plots of the loss tangent (tand) versus the
frequency, for volume fractions of the 55% G–45% B
powder, very close to the percolation thresholdfc . Compar-
ing tand for the different G-BN systems, the followin
trends are observed. Forf>fc , in the low-frequency range
tand decreases with increasing frequency. As frequency
creases, tand reaches a minimum value, tandm at vm , and
then bends upward with a much smaller slope. The sam
with f,fc , show a slight dip in tand as a function of
frequency. Asf approachesfc from below, tand tends to
become less frequency dependent, in agreement with the
diction based on the intercluster polarization model.1,6 Rea-
sons for some of this behavior are advanced by Chen
Johnson.11

The minimum values of tand from Fig. 7, for the samples
closest tofc with f,fc , are found to be 0.2260.02,

FIG. 6. Plots of the experimentally measured and calcula
values of the critical frequencyvc/2p against the calculated valu
of scu(f2fc)/(12fc)u t, for f,fc @disk calculated slope51.20
~open square!, disk measured slope51.16 ~dark square!, 55% G
calculated slope51.17 ~X!, 55% G measured slope51.14 ~plus!,
50% G calculated slope51.12 ~triangle!, and 50% G measured
slope51.07 ~inverted triangle!#.
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0.1360.02, and 0.0960.01 for the disks, 50% G–50% BN
and 55% G–45% BN powders, respectively. Usingdc
5v(p/2), which is found on Ref. 3 but which can also b
obtained from Eqs.~11!–~13!, the critical exponentv can be
calculated giving v50.1460.01, 0.0860.02, and 0.06
60.01, respectively. These results are reasonably clos
those obtained from the high-frequency regions of the p
of the imaginary part of the complex ac conductivity in Fi
4 or the real« r values shown in Fig. 3. Therefore, as tw
reasonably consistent values ofv are obtained by differen
criteria, this shows that applying theR-C model to these
G-BN systems has some validity.

The loss tangent as a function of frequency for perco
tion systems has also been experimentally studied by
other groups. Laugieret al.16,17 performed ac electrical mea
surements on random mixtures of plain and silver-coa
glass microbeads. They also observed results such as sh
in Fig. 7 and found the minimum of tand to be 0.55
60.05, in good agreement with the value of 0.4760.04 ex-
pected from theR-C model, using universal values ofs and
t. Van Dijk18 and Van Dijket al.19 used plots of tand against
frequency to derive values of the exponentsu andv for the
water/AOT/oil microemulsions. Their plot of tand shows a
plateau over nearly two decades of frequency for two
more samples nearfc , with a value of tandc50.6760.04,
which givesv50.35 from dc5v(p/2). This is consistent
with their value ofu50.6260.02 and hence thev50.38,
obtained from theirsmi imaginarysm* (f,v) @or « r(f,v)#
results.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

For samples withf'fc , and frequencies above about 1
Hz ~i.e., v/vc.1!, it has been observed that the ac condu
tivity and dielectric constant vary with frequency a
s(f,v)}vu and«(f,v)}v2v. The measured exponentsu
andv for the disk system and two powders are in excelle
agreement with the predictions of the intercluster polari
tion or R-C model, provided that the values ofs and t ob-
tained from dc and low-frequency ac results4,5 are used. This
is in spite of the unusual large values of conductivity exp
nent t obtained from the dc conductivity data.

The results forsmr(fv)/sm@f,0 meas# againstv/vc1,

d
FIG. 7. Plots of the loss tangent (tand) against frequencyv/2p

on a log-log scale.
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for f.fc are found to scale, ifvc is chosen correctly.
The vc1 values are chosen so as to have these sc
results coincide with a scaling functionF1„x1([v/vc1)…
for the dc conductivity. Similarly, the results fo
smi(f,v)/sm„f,0 calc… for f,vc are found to scale. In
this case the results are scaled onto theF2(x2[v/vc2)
scaling function for real conductivity. Having functions~F1

andF2! upon which to scale the results removes the inher
uncertainty as to where to have the scaled experimenta
sults lie on thev/vc1 or v/vc2 axis.

The exponentq, which describes the power-law behavi
of the crossover frequencyvc against the dc conductivity
for these systems has also been obtained. On the condu
side, the measuredq values are consistent with previous e
perimental observations, but all experimentalq values are
less than the predictions of the intercluster polarizat
s

led

nt
re-

r

ting
-

n

model, even if the experimentally observed exponentst ands
are used. On the insulating side, the agreement betwee
experimental and calculatedq values is good. There are n
previous experiments with which to compare these obse
tions. However, the most worrying feature is the actual v
ues ofvc2, for f,fc , andvc1, for f.fc , which can be
several orders of magnitude different from the calcula
ones.

The up side of our conclusion is that scaling near a p
colative metal insulator transition has been shown exp
mentally to be valid using the most extensive set of dc R
4 and 5 and ac experimental results~this paper, Ref. 5! yet
measured on any system~s!. On the down side is the fact tha
we do not yet fully understand the magnitude and beha
of the exponentss, s̄, t, u, andv, nor the scaling or critica
frequenciesvc1 andvc2.
-
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